Records/Top 10/Meet Recorder Report

Over the last few months, I have become more aware of issues dealing with Top Times Recognition and Meet Administration (Operation). I especially am appreciative of the help and recent advice/ideas that I have received from President Mark, VP Kenny and Registrar Dan.

The Meet Operations Committee, which I am a member of, will be addressing soon some of these issues. A couple of the issues that I (and others) might find interesting for discussion are: 1) Setting a consistent, maximum number of relays at Championships and SPMS hosted Zones. Recent Championships/Zones have had relay limits of 5, 7, or 10, and 2) Establishing SPMS Records/Top 10 times for the 25 yard events. I would appreciate any opinions or ideas on these and other possible changes to our Meet Operations, and Time Recognition.

I have submitted the Short Course Meter times for the USMS Top 10.

The following is an outline of my current time goals for various projects:

GO THE DISTANCE – TOP 10 Best Annual Mileage by Age Group – DONE AND ON WEBSITE

SCM RECORDS – DONE AND ON WEBSITE - The Individual and Relay Records have been updated through December 5, 2018. – Lists are by both Age Group and Events.
SCM INDIVIDUAL TOP 10 - DONE AND ON WEBSITE (Thru 10/1/18) – The lists should be updated through 12/31/18 by February 1.
SCM RELAY TOP 10 – DONE AND ON WEBSITE (Thru 10/1/18) – The lists should be updated through 12/31/18 by February 8.

YARD INDIVIDUAL RECORDS – DONE AND ON WEBSITE – Lists are by both Age Group and Events.

Yard Relay Records – Very close to being done. The Relay Records should be on the Website in late January.
Yard Individual SPMS All-time TOP 10 – By Feb. 15.
Yard Relay SPMS All-time TOP 10 – By March 1

GO THE DISTANCE – TOP 10 Total Lifetime Mileage by Age Group – Delayed until Spring.
GO THE DISTANCE – TOP 10 Total Lifetime Mileage over all Age Groups – Delayed until Spring.

LCM Individual Records –Reformatted and Updated Lists by both Age Group and Events – By April 1.
LCM Relay Records – By May 15.
LCM Individual SPMS All-time TOP 10 – By June 1
LCM Relay SPMS All-time TOP 10 – By June 15

Open Water/Postal Records (Cable and Postal) – By July 1

Respectfully Submitted,
David Johannsen
(805) 964-6959